April 4th 1746

By virtue of a Warrant from the Proprietors Office have surveyed for Major
Richard Blackburn of Prince William County a certain Tract of Land in the said
County situate lying and being upon the Brown's dam Branch of Goose Creek
the Branches of Goose Creek and is bounded as follows Beginning at A a Red Oak marked
RB and RB on the North Branch Small Branch of Brown's Dam Branch and North
to Jeremiah Branaugh and running thence N by E two hundred poles to a Red Oak
at B and marked RB thence N by E 30 30 Thirty four poles to a Red Oak marked
RB on a slant point at C Thence North (at 144 poles from Brown's Branch) one
hundred and eighty eight poles to a Red Oak on a Ridge at D and marked RB
thence N by E 200 200 Two hundred and thirty eight poles to a Red Oak on a Ridge at
E marked RB thence N by W 10 10 Twenty poles to a White Oak marked RB thence
West four hundred poles to a Cheroke Oak by a Path and marked RB at G
thence S by E 10 10 (at 320 poles from Brown's Branch) four hundred and eighty
poles to a White Oak by a Ridge at H marked RB thence S by W 13 13 two hundred
and sixty two poles to a White Oak at I marked RB thence S by E 67 67 (at 380
and 500 poles from branches of Brown's Dam Branch) four hundred and forty
pole to a White Oak marked RB at K thence N by E 76 76 (at 76 and 120 pole from
Small branches of Goose Creek) one hundred and twenty poles to a Red Oak in
Grubly ground at L marked RB thence N by E 26 26 two hundred and thirty four
poles to a Red Oak in Branaugh one finally with the land Branaugh
N 77 10 and hundred and forty poles to the first station including three
Thousand three hundred and forty six Acres of Land
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A Return of Major Richard Blackburne Survey for 5546 Acres on the Broad Dam Branch of Goose Creek